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Interest in ZnxLi1�xV2O4 is due to the fact that
ZnV2O4 is an antiferromagnet, while LiV2O4 is the
first example of a d-metal compound exhibiting
heavy fermion behaviour [1–3]. The alloy series
ZnxLi1�xV2O4 possesses the normal cubic spinel
structure. Under the influence of nearest-neigh-
bour antiferromagnetic exchange coupling, this
structure exhibits geometric magnetic frustration.

In ZnV2O4, however, a cubic to tetragonal
structural phase transition at T ¼ 50K [4] re-
moves, at least in part, the geometric frustration.
This is not the case in the mixed compound
ZnxLi1�xV2O4 and so behaviour related to stron-
ger frustration is expected. The competition
between heavy fermion behaviour and magnetism
is pronounced [5]. An overview of bulk data and a
discussion of aspects of frustration and heavy
fermion properties can be found in Ref. [6]. The
Augsburg group has recently published an evalua-
tion of the ground-state properties of LiV2O4 and
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ZnxLi1�x(V1�yTiy)2O4 based on susceptibility,
microwave resistivity, NMR and heat capacity
measurements [7]. This work includes data on the
x ¼ 0:2 compound used in the present mSR study,
thus allowing direct comparison between the
findings from different techniques.
Part of our results from neutron diffraction,

NMR and mSR for ZnV2O4 were published in a
brief report [8]. The trigonal distortion occurring
near 50K, which was generally considered to
relieve frustration, in fact only reduces it. The
remaining frustration leads to the continuous
development of a spin-glass-like magnetic precur-
sor state, characterised by a fast exponential
relaxation, between the paramagnetic state
(T > 38K) and the magnetic ground state
(To12K). The spectra can be described by the
function:

AðtÞ ¼ as exp½�let� þ af exp½�lf t�: ð1Þ

It contains a slowly relaxing portion (as), whose
rate connects directly to the paramagnetic rate and
a fast relaxing portion (af ), which is interpreted as
the signature of a short-range correlated dynamic
spin-glass-like state. The paramagnetic fraction as
gets smaller on lowering the temperature and
vanishes around 12K, as shown in Fig. 1. Below
12K, a Bessel-type oscillatory mSR response is

observed (see Fig. 2):

AðtÞ ¼ a0fð2=3ÞJ0ðlmBmtÞ exp½�s2transt
2�

þ ð1=3Þ exp½�llongt�g: ð2Þ

J0 is the Bessel function of zero order, indicating
an incommensurate spin density wave (ISDW)
structure. a0 is the signal strength, gm the muon
gyromagnetic ratio and Bm the maximal field at the
muon site (the latter is not known for this
material). The temperature dependence of Bm

(shown in Fig. 1) is typical for a magnetic order
parameter. The transverse relaxation rate strans
arises from random variations in the local field in
addition to the distribution caused by the ISDW.
This ‘relaxing envelope’ means that the ISDW
structure has local disorder. The longitudinal
relaxation rate llong reflects the dynamics of the
spin assembly. The spectral parameters of ZnV2O4
and their meanings will be discussed further below.
Measurements on Zn0.2Li0.8V2O4 were per-

formed on the M20 beam line at TRIUMF on a
powder sample. We consider first the spectra
above 12K. In the analysis of those spectra one
must realise that the spectral shape is sensitive to
the application of small longitudinal fields BLF:
There are sizeable nuclear moments on 7Li and 51V
(3.3 and 5.1 mn, respectively), but their action
is complicated by electron–nuclear double
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Fig. 1. The ZnV2O4 paramagnetic volume fraction (as of

Eq. (1)) between 12 and 38K (circles) and coherent oscillation

field (Bm of Eq. (2)) below 12K, normalised to its low-

temperature limit, Bmð0ÞB1:2 kG (squares). The lines are guides

for the eye.
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Fig. 2. ZF-mSR asymmetry spectrum of ZnV2O4 at 5.3K (inset:

early times with small time-bin size). The solid line is the least-

squares fit of the incommensurate spin-density-wave model

(Eq. (2)).
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relaxation. Usually, ZF nuclear muon spin relaxa-
tion is described by a static Gaussian Kubo–
Toyabe (sgkt) function GsgktðDn;BLF; tÞ; where Dn
is the static width of the nuclear dipole field
distribution at the muon site. In terms of the rms
field at the muon site, Brms ¼ gmDn: In the present
case, however, the nuclear relaxation might not be
static since the electronic moments are located on
vanadium, which also carries a nuclear moment,
and hyperfine coupling may then lead to dynamic
nuclear relaxation, especially in the vicinity of a
magnetic transition. This situation has been
discussed in detail for MnSi in Ref. [9] (see also
Ref. [10]). Fig. 3 shows LF decoupling at 20K.
The data at 900 and 1800G coincide with those at
300G, meaning that the latter value is sufficient
for maximal decoupling. The rms magnetic field
for nuclear moments is typically of the order of a
few Gauss corresponding to a static width Dn of
about 0.5 ms�1. For a Gsgkt function, full decou-
pling is obtained at BB5 Brms: Only partial
decoupling at 39G in Fig. 3, to a relaxing (not
horizontal) line, implies local-field dynamics. The
solid lines in Fig. 3 are least-squares fits of the
product of a dynamic Gaussian–Kubo–Toyabe
(dgkt) function (nuclear relaxation) and an ex-
ponentially relaxing term (electronic relaxation):

AðtÞ ¼ a0 exp½�let�GdgktðDn;BLF; tnÞ: ð3Þ

Satisfactory fits with a reasonable value for
Dn ¼ 0:4 ms�1 and 1=t ¼ 1MHz (both practically
independent of temperature) can now be obtained.
The fact that this dynamic fit works at all
temperatures down to as low as 15K makes it
unlikely that the effect is due to muon diffusion.
The temperature dependence of the electronic
relaxation rate le is shown in Fig. 4: it changes
from 0.51 ms�1 at 15K to 0.05 ms�1 at 150K. These
are typical values for free paramagnetic spins.
There is a change in the ZF signal shape at 12K.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the presence of a rapidly
decaying dynamic Gaussian–Kubo–Toyabe (dgkt)
signal below this temperature. The later-time part
of the ZF spectra of Fig. 5 and especially
additional TF spectra at these temperatures reveal
the presence of an additional slower-relaxing
signal of exponential shape as well. The total fit
function used for the ZF spectra in the low
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Fig. 3. ZF- and LF-mSR spectra of Zn0.2Li0.8V2O4 at 20K. The

spectra at 900 and 1800G are indistinguishable from the

spectrum at 300G and were omitted for clarity. Solid lines are

least-squares fits described in the text.
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temperature range is

AðtÞ ¼ afG
dgktðDe; t; tÞ

þ as exp½�let�GsgktðDn; tÞ; ð4Þ

where the second term is the continuation of the
paramagnetic signal, Eq. (3), but there is no longer
enough information to distinguish the effect of a
nuclear fluctuation rate 1=tn from that of the
electronic fields represented by le; so the static
nuclear Kubo–Toyabe function has been used.
The dgkt function arises from a weakly dynamic
random dense spin system. De reflects its static field
distribution and 1=t is the fluctuation rate of the
spins. This again is an inhomogeneous freezing
model: a fraction as of the sample volume remains
paramagnetic, while in the rest of the sample

(fraction af ) the electronic moments have entered a
disordered, spin-glass-like state with slow mag-
netic dynamics. The effect of nuclear fields in
relaxation in the frozen regions of the sample is
completely negligible, and is ignored. Gdgkt is not
affected by longitudinal fields up toB2 kG. It can
be seen in Fig. 5 that Gdgkt becomes increasingly
dynamic on approaching the transition point at
12K from below. The fluctuation rate 1=t varies
smoothly from 25MHz at 12K to 5MHz at 2K.
A static limit is not reached even at our lowest
temperature. In summary, we have in the low
temperature regime (To12K) the coexistence of
two spectral responses. Part of the muons sense a
state similar to the paramagnetic state seen above
12K, the other part senses a spin-glass-like, but
not truly frozen, spin state. The intensity ratio of
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Fig. 5. Early portions of the ZF spectra of Zn0.2Li0.8V2O4 at 2.2, 10, 12 and 15K. The solid lines are least-squares fits described
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the two signals af:as is about 2:1, the spin-glass-like
state being more intense. This ratio does not
change with temperature. The temperature depen-
dence of the relaxation rates is shown in Fig. 4.
The rate of the (paramagnetic) relaxation increases
between 12 and 2.2K from 0.75 to 1.5 ms�1.
Fig. 4 also shows the temperature dependences

of the relaxation rates for pure ZnV2O4, for
comparison to Zn0.2Li0.8V2O4. In ZnV2O4
(Fig. 4, top), there are three regions. Above 38K
is the paramagnetic regime with a single low
relaxation rate lpara essentially independent of
temperature. In particular, this rate shows no
critical rise on approach to 38K. Between 38 and
12K, an inhomogeneous state is seen. It contains a
persisting paramagnetic portion and short-range
correlated dynamic spin-glass-like portion. The
paramagnetic relaxation rate rises approaching
12K, indicating that this is a magnetic transition
point in contrast to the change at 38K, which is
the onset of spin freezing. Spin fluctuations in the
spin-glass-like state are not dependent on tem-
perature, i.e. they are solely determined by the
spin–spin correlations. Below 12K, one observes
the signal of ordered magnetism, i.e. the sum of a
transverse and a longitudinal signal as explicitly
given in Eq. (2). The transverse relaxation rate
strans in Fig. 4 is large, meaning that considerable
local spin disorder must exist. It is suggested that
this excessive spin disorder is associated with a
severe reduction in magnetic correlation length,
that being the reason that neutron diffraction was
unable to observe magnetic Bragg peaks [8]. It has
been mentioned that the Bessel shape of the
oscillatory signal (Fig. 1) suggests spin correlations
of the incommensurate spin-density-wave type.
The presence of dynamic short-range correlated
spins above the magnetic ground state and a
complex spin order with greatly reduced correla-
tion length, coupled to the persistent spin fluctua-

tions within the magnetic ground state, are signs of
the presence of magnetic frustration in ZnV2O4. In
contrast, the relaxation data for Zn0.2Li0.8V2O4
can be grouped into only two regions as seen in
Fig. 4, bottom. Above 12K one finds the para-
magnetic state. Its relaxation rate as defined in
Eq. (3) follows a critical law (i.e. a power law
dependence) with an exponent around 1, suggest-
ing that at 12K a phase transition occurs. In
Ref. [7], a critical behaviour on approach to 12K
is seen as well in NMR T1 relaxation, in good
agreement with the mSR data. The range of ZF-
mSR paramagnetic relaxation rates is quite similar
to that of ZnV2O4, if the paramagnetic signal of
the mixed region between 38 and 12K is included.
Below 12K in Zn0.2Li0.8V2O4, one finds the signal
of a dense random spin system without long-range
order. The spins are highly dynamic just below the
transition point, then slow down appreciably but
do not reach the static limit. In other words, no
spin freezing occurs within the temperature inter-
val investigated. The fact that neither freezing
into a static spin glass state nor a transition into a
long-range ordered state, even with moderate
correlation length, takes place shows magnetic
frustration to be stronger in Zn0.2Li0.8V2O4 than in
ZnV2O4.
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